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Abstract: A conceptual model based on the balance of energy in a system composed of a burning
cigarette, ambient flow and a porous fuel bed is proposed to study the burning of a single cigarette
and the process of fuel bed dehydration, pyrolysis and its eventual ignition or combustion extinction.
Model predictions of time to ignition and of the probability of ignition as a function of fuel bed
moisture content and ambient flow velocity are compared with results obtained in laboratory ignition
tests of straw fuel beds for various ambient conditions. According to this study, the main parameters
influencing the models developed are the fuel bed and tobacco moisture content, as well as the
flow velocity.
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1. Introduction
Cigarettes have always been listed among the various human-related causes of forest
fires in practically all fire-prone countries. Although not all cigarettes that are thrown into
potential fuels recipients produce ignitions, there are many fire events that were reportedly
initiated by cigarettes [1]. For example, in Portugal, some highway fires started by cigarettes
thrown out by careless drivers have been observed and reported on several occasions [2].
Even if the probability of having a fire ignition may be low, the fact that there are many
realizations of throwing still burning cigarettes into fine fuels, the possibility of having
cigarette caused fires is sufficiently high to justify its prohibition in many countries. The
data presented in Table 1 summarizing fire events caused by smoking activities indicate
that the wildfire ignition probability due to smoking activity, including cigarette dropping,
in various parts of the World cannot be neglected.
Table 1. Statistics of wildfires originated by smoking activity in the period 2000–2009.
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Country

Total Number of Wildfires

Fires Caused by Smoking

Percentage (%)

Portugal [3]

611,111

784

2.27

USA [4]

5041

91

17.73

Chile [5]

53,347

299

5.01

Republic of S. Korea [6]

570

51

9.8

Attribution (CC BY) license (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/
4.0/).

A review of publications dealing with the problem of forest fires ignition by cigarettes
is given below. References [7,8] reports partially results from extensive research on fire
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starting capability of cigarettes, namely cigarette burning temperatures and combustion
rates for a large number of cigarette brands and of ignition laboratory tests with cigarettes
dropped on a fuel sample consisting of fine, medium or coarse particles with various
orientations in relation to wind flow of 0.7 or 1.3 m.s−1 and fuel moisture content values
ranging from 1.8 to 14.7%. Reference [9] studied the probability of ignition of fires by
cigarette butts in laboratory and field conditions for various fuel bed types and moisture
ranges. This author stated that the probability of ignition increased when fuel moisture
decreased, or when ambient wind increased from 0 to 1 m.s−1 or when the degree of contact
between the burning part of the cigarette and fuel bed particles increases. Reference [10]
performed field tests to assess the probability of ignition of various fuels by cigarettes
and found that atmospheric conditions and moisture were very important, concluding
that the probability of having cigarette-caused fires was very low and that possibly its
importance was overestimated. Reference [11] studied the effect of wind near the ground
on the displacement of a cigarette. In the scope of project Fire Paradox [12] ignition of
various types of fuels by cigarettes was analysed among several other ignition sources.
Reference [6] performed a large number of tests with cigarettes placed on two types of fuel
beds in the presence of wind and proposed a model of ignition of foliage by a cigarette.
Reference [13] performed a very extensive experimental study on the ignition of Mongolian
Oak Leaves fuel beds by cigarette buds, looking in particular at the role of fuel moisture
content, packing ratio and wind velocity on the probability of ignition. They found that
the packing ratio of the fuel bed had a small influence and that there were no ignitions
in the FMC was above 15%. They also found a non-monotonic dependence on the wind
velocity, with the probability of ignition being larger for a given range of values of the flow
velocity above the fuel bed. These authors propose two statistical models to estimate the
probability of ignition of the fuel bed as a function mainly of the flow velocity and FMC.
They found that the self-built model performs better than the logistic model.
Some countries adopted regulations to impose the use of cigarettes with Lower Ignition Propensity (LIP) or reduced ignition propensity (RIP) as recommended by [1,14,15] so
the present study started as a comparative analysis of LIP cigarettes and the other cigarettes
without the reduced propensity (N/LIP). Combustion of single cigarettes under various
environmental conditions was analysed and the ignition process of straw fuel beds was
studied quite extensively. Contrary to other authors like [7,9] we consider an ignition of
the fuel bed only when sustained flaming combustion was attained. A conceptual model
based on the balance of energy in a system composed of the burning cigarette, ambient
flow and the porous fuel bed to study the process of fuel bed dehydration, pyrolysis and
eventual ignition or extinction is proposed. The model is used to estimate time and the
probability of ignition as a function of wind flow and fuel bed moisture content. Laboratory
experimental data were used to develop and validate the proposed model.
Although cigarettes can be considered an important potential source of ignition to
justify the present study it is felt that the proposed approach can be extended to other
types of burning particles like embers produced during a fire, landing on a fuel bed with
similar characteristics.
2. Physical Processes and Conceptual Model
2.1. Definition of the Problem
Let us consider a cigarette burning without suction placed above or inside a fuel bed
composed of grass, litter or foliage that is exposed to a wind flow with a characteristic
velocity U.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the fuel bed is placed over a flat horizontal
surface and that the fuel bed in the area of analysis is homogeneous and uniform.
In Figure 1, we consider a control volume that contains the cigarette, ambient air
and the fuel bed. Its dimensions—a*b*c—are left unspecified but are considered to be
sufficiently large to satisfy the conditions given below. This volume is limited by the
ground that is considered an adiabatic wall with no transfer of energy; the same happens
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to the four vertical walls of the control volume assuming that no heat is transferred across
these walls to adjacent fuel or air. As a consequence, the main transfer of enthalpy between
the volume and its surrounding is performed through its upper horizontal wall.

Figure 1. General view of the control volume of the system composed of a cigarette, the fuel bed and
the surrounding flow.

We consider also that all boundary conditions remain uniform and constant throughout the duration of the process. As the ignition process may take several minutes some
properties may change even in controlled laboratory conditions. For example, it was observed that fuel bed moisture content changed during tests that lasted for several minutes
in days of high values of ambient humidity. In real conditions, it could rain or the wind
velocity might vary during the process which would change the initial test conditions. In
our study, we exclude such changes or if they occur, we take the average values of the
control parameters.
In this paper, we use mainly MKS or CGS units but for convenience, some parameters
are given in millimetre (mm) or in milligram (mg) as units of length or mass respectively.
2.2. Physical Processes of Cigarette Burning and Fuel Bed Ignition
We consider the following physical process that may lead to the ignition of the fuel bed
by a burning cigarette, in order to estimate the probability of having a successful ignition:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The global energy balance of the system described above;
The process of burning of an individual cigarette without suction or puffing, in
various positions, under the influence of a flow of varying velocity and direction;
The heating of a portion of the fuel bed by a cigarette, producing its dehydration
(Phase 1); after this process, we have either process 4 or 5:
Process of cigarette or fuel bed combustion extinction (Phase 2a);
Process of pyrolysis and partial combustion of the fuel bed leading to its ignition as
flaming combustion (Phase 2b).

2.3. Energy Balance
The rate of change of total enthalpy inside the control volume is given by the following equation:
y ∂E
x
.
.
.
dEG
= EG =
.dV +
∅.dS = EC − E∅
dt
∂t
Vc

(1)

Sc

In this equation, the volume integral corresponds to the change of energy due to
.
.
cigarette and fuel bed combustion EC while the second term E∅ is the net flux of energy ∅
through the surface of the control volume.
.
The energy of combustion EC in the control volume is essentially positive and is
associated with the energy that is released by the cigarette and eventually by the fuel
bed combustion.
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Supported by experimental results shown below, we assume that it has a linear
dependence on wind velocity as:
.

EC =

y ∂E
.dV = ac + bc .U
∂t

(2)

Vc

.

.

.

The heat fluxes E∅ in Equation (1) are due both to radiation Er and to convection Eu .
.

.

.

E∅ = Er + E u
The radiation flux is given by the net flux of solar radiation as that is positive during daytime if the fuel bed is exposed to sunshine and by a heat loss br from the hightemperature reaction zone to the environment:
.

Er = as − br

(3)

The flow produced by wind with a characteristic velocity U over the fuel bed has the
character of a turbulent boundary layer. This flow is well characterized by the wall shear
stress τ w that it produces on the top of the fuel bed and is associated with heat and mass
transfer between the flow and the fuel bed [16]. By definition, τ w is proportional to uτ 2 , the
so-called friction velocity that is a characteristic velocity of the boundary layer [16]. We
can consider that U is proportional to uτ and therefore the convective heat transfer will be
given by:
.
Eu = − au .U 2
(4)
Replacing these terms in Equation (1) the overall energy balance will be:
.

EG = ac + bc .U + as − br − au .U 2

(5)

Combining the terms of Equation (5) that do not depend explicitly on wind velocity
we can write:
aG = ac + as − br
(6)
And

.

EG = aG + bc .U − au .U 2

(7)

According to this equation, the energy balance is a non-monotonic function of wind
velocity and has a maximum value for:
.

d EG
bc
= bc − 2.au .U = 0 → U1 =
dU
2.au

(8)

Some authors like [9] assume that low-frequency fluctuations of flow velocity, like
those created by passing vehicles at the border of a motorway, can be beneficial to fuel bed
ignition. In the present study, such fluctuations are not considered.
We assume that there exists a critical value of the flow velocity Uc above which the
cooling of the combustion zone is sufficient to extinguish combustion reaction either at the
cigarette tip or in the fuel bed. Our experimental results seem to support this assumption
although we cannot generalize it.
2.4. Cigarette Burning
In the first step, we shall analyse the burning of a cigarette in a steady-state regime
without interacting with the fuel bed. According to Figure 2a, a normal cigarette is composed of a filter and a cylinder of special paper filled with tobacco with the dimensions
indicated in the figure.
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Figure 2. (a) Geometric properties of a cigarette; (b) Definition of inclination angle α; (c) Definition of angle ϕ for a cigarette
in the horizontal plane (α = 0º) subject to a flow with characteristic velocity U.

The total mass of the cigarette is given by:
MC = M F + M T

(9)

In this study, we consider that the filter, with a mass MF , is incombustible. The mass
of tobacco MT includes the paper envelope that is considered here as having the same
combustibility properties as the tobacco itself [17]. Tobacco contains moisture x T that can
be defined by:
M − MT s
xT = T
(10)
MT s
In this equation, MT s is the dry mass of the tobacco fraction. Assuming that the tobacco
is evenly distributed in the cigarette volume we can define the following two “densities”.
-

Apparent density (tobacco mass per unit volume) ρT , given by:
ρT =

-

MT
4.MT
=
Vc
π.d2 .` T

(11)

Linear density (tobacco mass per unit length) γT , given by:
γT =

MT
`T

(12)

The value of γT for some cigarettes that were tested was around 0.066 g.cm−1 . If the
cigarette is burning at a constant rate, we can characterize this process either by a mass loss
.
rate m T (g.s−1 ) or by a rate of advance Rc (cm.s−1 ) of the glowing front.
dMT
dt

(13)

.
d`T
1 dMT
`
=
.
= T .m T
dt
γT dt
MT

(14)

.

mT =
Rc =

The energy released by the cigarette combustion is then given by:
.

.

Ec = m T .HT

(15)

In this equation HT (J/g) is the combustion yield of tobacco (15.74 J.g−1 according
.
to [17]). A typical value of Rc was of the order of 0.01 cm.s−1 and so Ec is of the order
of 0.01 J.s−1 . It is noted that the presence of ashes may limit the access of oxygen to the
reaction zone and therefore may affect the value of Rc . As this parameter was not controlled
during our experiments, we shall not consider its effect on the combustion rate.
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Assuming that the cigarette with a length ` T burns entirely (excluding the filter) the
maximum duration of its combustion will be:
tc =

`T
Rc

(16)

In the general case for a given type of cigarette, the combustion rate Rc for a single
cigarette without puffing will depend on the following parameters:
Rc = f ( x T , U, α, ϕ)

(17)

In this equation, α is the inclination of the cigarette with the horizontal datum
(Figure 2b) and ϕ the angle between the flow velocity and the axis of the cigarette (Figure 2c).
The role of these parameters will be discussed below.
2.5. Fuel Bed Properties
The fuel bed is considered a porous solid fuel composed of a single layer of homogeneous dead fine particles that are either standing like herbaceous leaves or laying on the
ground, as litter composed of twigs or dead leaves. The fuel bed can be characterized by
its height hf (cm), its load (on dry basis) Mf (g.cm−2 ), its porosity and the average value of
the surface to volume ratio of its particles. For example, [8] found that reduced fuel bed
height increased the probability of ignition. In the present study, these properties will be
considered constant.
Two very important properties of fuel particles are their temperature and moisture
content x expressed as a fraction of dry weight. This aspect may be relevant for fuel beds
exposed to sunlight which can reach temperatures much above ambient air temperature.
In this study, we shall assume that the initial temperature of the fuel particles is the same
as the ambient air and only x is left as a variable parameter.
Phase 1: Heating and Dehydration
Assuming that the burning zone of the cigarette is in contact with the fuel bed, part
of the released heat will affect a mass m1 of the fuel. The amount of “effective” mass m1
affected by the cigarette will depend on the position of the cigarette in relation to the fuel
bed and on its contact with the fuel particles. A cigarette dropped on the top of a foliage
layer will affect less mass than one that is placed somehow in the middle or at the bottom
of the fuel bed, surrounded or even covered by fuel particles. In the present study, we do
not investigate these conditions as in the experimental program the cigarettes were only
placed on the top of the fuel bed and no other conditions were tested.
In this phase, the fuel mass m1 will undergo a temperature increase from its initial
value To (ambient temperature) to a value of the order of water ebullition temperature
(Tw = 373 K). The energy E1 that is required in this phase is given by:
E1 =

Z t .
1
0
0

EG 1 .dt = m1 .[Cp.( Tw − To ) + x.Hw ]

(18)

According to [17], the values of Cp and Hw are respectively of the order of 2.5 J.g−1 .K−1
and 2445 J.g−1 . We define ∆Tw as:
∆Tw = ( Tw − To )

(19)

Assuming an ambient temperature of 20 ◦ C (293 K) we have ∆Tw ≈ 80 K. The energy
.
flux that appears in this equation is a fraction or part of the energy EG released by the
combustion of the cigarette available in the control volume. Due to water evaporation, the
combustion reaction may be affected by the emitted water vapour to the point that it may
even be extinguished.
First, we shall neglect the damping effect and assume that the energy release rate is
constant. This corresponds to a situation in which the cigarette is burning with very small
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interaction with the fuel bed. In these conditions of constant heat flux, the duration to1 of
Phase 1 is given by:
m .[Cp.∆Tw + x.Hw ]
to1 = 1
(20)
.
EG
Using the average values that were given above we can estimate the order of magnitude of the terms in Equation (20). We obtain that:
to1 ≈ 100 × m1 × (200 + x × 2445) (s)

(21)

Experimental values of to1 are in the range of 100 to 500 s. For a value of x = 0.1,
Equation (21) provides a value of m1 in the range of 0.005 to 0.02 g which indicates that the
“effective” mass of fuel affected in this phase is quite small. We shall use the value of to1 as
a reference since by principle t1 ≥ to1 . In order to simplify, we assume that the moisture
damping effect on the flux of energy is given by the following function:
. 0

EG

.

1

= (1 − αo .t).EG

(22)

The damping coefficient αo will depend on the level of fuel moisture content x. Assuming that there is a critical value x1 above which no ignition is possible we propose the
following dependence between these two parameters:

αo =

x
x1

 α2

= α1 .x α2 =

1
toe

(23)

The parameter αo is the inverse of a reference time of extinction toe that, according
to the present model, corresponds to the extinction of the combustion due to moisture
. 0

damping (EG 1 = 0). The parameters of Equation (23) must depend on each pair fuel
bed/cigarette, in the sense that for a given fuel bed, type of cigarette and contact conditions,
the parameters α1 , α2 and x1 should be the same. Replacing these functions in Equation (18)
and integrating, we obtain:


Z t
.
.
1
α .x α2 2
.t1 .EG = m1 .[Cp.∆Tw + x.Hw ]
(24)
(1 − α1 .x α2 .t).EG .dt = t1 − 1
2
0
Solving this equation in order to t1 and using the definitions given by (20) and (23) we
obtain the following two solutions for the duration of the dehydration period:
q
h
t1 = toe . 1 ± 1 −

2.to1
toe

i

Only the negative sign solution is valid and therefore we retain that:
"
#
r
2.to1
t1 = toe . 1 − 1 −
toe

(25)

(26)

Phase 2a: Combustion extinction
It is observed that in several cases the combustion process finishes before reaching the
stage of fuel bed ignition. We analyse this situation here because it tends to occur basically
during or at the end of Phase 1—heating and dehydration—although sometimes it may
occur at the beginning of Phase 2b—pyrolysis and ignition.
We consider two forms of combustion extinction: (i) Primary extinction, due to
cigarette burnout and (ii) Secondary extinction, due to moisture damping effect, either
from the cigarette or from the fuel bed.
(i) Primary extinction
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For a cigarette of a given length burning at a constant rate Rc , the time tc for its
extinction due to burnout is given by Equation (16). If tc is smaller than t1 then the fuel
bed ignition will not occur and so te = tc .
(ii) Secondary extinction
When water vapour is released from the fuel bed it may contribute to reducing the
combustion reaction of the cigarette by cooling and in the limit to extinguish it. This process
will occur more probably near the end of Phase 1, when water vapour release is more
intense. This is observed in the tests by the release of white smoke that precedes extinction
or eventual ignition.
Combustion extinction corresponds to a negative ignition test in which the cigarette
did not start a new fire under the given circumstances. Although extinction was observed
in a large number of cases, we do not have enough information to propose a detailed model
for combustion extinction. Based on the considerations that were made, we will assume
that toe ≈ t1 . This problem will be discussed more in detail below when presenting the
experimental results.
Phase 2b: Pyrolysis and Ignition
In this phase, we consider that the effective mass m2 of fuel involved in the process
of fuel bed ignition is dry and that part of it begins to ignite although its overall average
temperature is below the critical temperature for ignition with flaming combustion. The
energy required in Phase 2b will be:
E2 =

Z t .
i
0
t1

EG 2 .dt = m2 .Cp.( Ti − Tw )

(27)

We define the duration t2 of Phase 2b by:
t2 = t i − t1

(28)

The limits of integration in Equation (27) will then become:
E2 =
We define ∆Ti as:

Z t2 .
0

EG 2 .dt

(29)

∆Ti = ( Ti − Tw )

(30)

0

Assuming an ignition temperature of 500 ◦ C we have ∆Ti ≈ 400 K. Given the
involvement of an increasing fraction of fuel bed particles in the combustion process, the
available flux of energy for ignition will change in the course of time.
As we did in the analysis of Phase 1, we shall consider a reference process in which
the heat flux released by the cigarette is constant and that no additional fuel is involved in
the combustion process before fuel bed ignition. In these conditions the reference duration
to2 of Phase 2a is given by:
m2 .[Cp.∆Ti ]
to2 =
(31)
.
EG
This value is used as a reference as in principle we have t2 ≥ to2 . The form of
involvement of fuel particles in the combustion process must be better studied. However, as
a first approach, we propose a linear increase of the energy flux with time. This assumption
is based on the experimental results obtained in ignition tests in which a constant fuel bed
mass loss rate is achieved in many cases.
Accordingly, we propose that:
. 0

EG

.

2

.

= β.EG = (1 + β 1 .t).EG

(32)
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Replacing these definitions in Equation (27) we get:
Z t2
0



(1 + β 1 .t).dt = to2

β
t2 + 1 .t2 2
2

(33)



− to2 = 0

(34)

The relevant solution of this equation yields the value of t2 :
t2 =

i
1 hp
1 + 2.β 1 .to2 − 1
β1

(35)

1
β1

(36)

Introducing the definition:
ti2 =
Equation (35) can be written as:
"s
t2 = ti2 .

2.to2
1+
−1
ti2

#
(37)

2.6. Time to Ignition
The total duration of the process of ignition of the fuel bed is given by:
"
ti = t1 + t2 = toe . 1 −

ti =

 x  α2
1

x

"

s

. 1−

r

#
#
"s
2.to1
2.to2
1−
1+
−1
+ ti2 .
toe
ti2

This equation can be written in an explicit form as:
#
#
"s
2.m1 .[Cp.∆Tw + x.Hw ]
1
2.β 1 .m2 .[Cp.∆Ti ]
1−
1+
−1
α + .
β1
( aG + bc .U − au .U 2 )
( aG + bc .U − au .U 2 ). xx1 2

(38)

(39)

In principle, the value of ti has no upper limit. Although in our experimental program it was always below 15 min. In [6], values greater than 20 min for ignition delay
were reported.
It is well known that a smoldering fire can remain active for days or weeks and
rekindle as a flaming fire even several days after it was initiated. For example, in Tavira
(Portugal) a burning tree in the area of a large fire extinguished on the 23 July 2012 rekindled
as a flaming fire on the 12th September almost fifty days later [18]. Although this particular
ignition is not related to a cigarette it illustrates the potential of glowing fires to remain
active for very long periods before initiating a flaming fire.
2.7. Probability of Ignition
At this stage, we consider the aspects related to the possibility of having a successful
ignition. Given the large number of influencing parameters, the ignition process can be
considered stochastic. Indeed, even in the controlled conditions of laboratory experiments,
a large dispersion of ignition results is observed even in nominally similar conditions.
As the present study is centred on the analysis of the role of wind velocity and fuel bed
moisture content on the probability of ignition, we shall deal with the parameters that are
more relevant in this process.
Thus, according to the previous description, we consider the following possibilities of
non-ignition of the fuel bed by the cigarette:

•

Fuel bed moisture content—we assume that there is a critical value x1 above which
ignition is not possible because of the damping caused by fuel moisture that will
extinguish the cigarette.
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•
•

•

Wind velocity—we assume that there is a critical value Uc above which cigarette
combustion will be extinguished and therefore ignition is not possible.
Cigarette burnout—as was explained above cigarette combustion may be extinguished
before the dehydration process is concluded corresponding to t1 > tc and therefore
ignition will not occur.
Moisture damping—water vapor released during the dehydration and pyrolysis
processes may damp or even extinguish cigarette or fuel bed combustion hampering
fuel bed ignition. In this case, we have t1 > te .

We assume that the longer it takes for ignition to occur there are more possibilities of
having perturbations that may interfere with the ignition process and eventually suppress
it. Therefore, we propose that the probability of ignition is inversely proportional to the
ignition time:
k
(40)
Pi =
ti
According to this definition, we consider that each condition that necessarily leads to
no ignition corresponds to a value of ti = ∞. We summarize ignition conditions, which
correspond to a probability of ignition different from zero as:

x ≤ x1



U ≤ Uc
Pi 6= 0 ↔ ti 6= ∞ →
t ≤ tc


 1
t1 ≤ t e

(41)

If any of the previously defined conditions are not fulfilled the probability of ignition
is considered to be zero. It must be held in mind that the above conditions are necessary
but not sufficient to have a successful ignition. We can eventually express the probability of
ignition as a conditional probability, provided that the above four conditions are fulfilled.
3. Materials and Methods
An extensive experimental program was carried out by the authors, with more than
400 cigarettes being tested, with the measurement of several control and output parameters.
As the experiments were carried out in parallel with model development and the test
equipment was not available in all phases of the experiments, some parameters were not
measured in all cases. For this reason, in spite of a large amount of w produced we consider
that our experimental program is preliminary as it was oriented mainly to support the
development and validation of the proposed model, leaving many aspects to be explored.
3.1. Cigarette Properties
In the present experimental program, two types of cigarettes were tested: with and
without Lower Ignition Propensity (LIP and N/LIP) treatment. Given the reduced number
of tests performed with N/LIP cigarettes, we consider that the comparative results presented below are only partial. In some experiments, cigarette butts were tested as well;
these were obtained from new cigarettes that were cut in order to obtain a shorter cigarette.
The following brands were used in our tests: Fortuna (LIP and N/LIP), Elixyr (LIP) and
Winston (LIP).
The average properties of the tested cigarettes are given in Table 2. Relevant parameters of tests with single cigarettes and of ignition tests are given in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 2. Properties of the cigarettes used in the rate of combustion and fuel bed ignition tests.
Ref.

Description

Total Length `c
(mm)

Filter Length `F
(mm)

Diameter d
(mm)

Initial Mass Mc
(g)

Tobacco Mass MT
(g)

1

NO LIP

82

27

8

0.885

0.660

2

LIP

82

27

8

0.815

0.615

3

BUTTS

40

27

8

0.390

0.195

Table 3. Main parameters of tests with single Lower Ignition Propensity (LIP) cigarettes and No Lower Ignition Propensity
(N/LIP).
Series

Cig. Type

Number of
Tests

α
(º)

φ
(º)

U
(m.s−1 )

xT
-

tc
(s)

Rc
(cm.s−1 )

mc
(g.s−1 )

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

LIP
LIP
N/LIP
LIP
LIP

17
15
15
39
12

0
−90/90
−90/90
0
0

0
0
0
0
0/180

0
0
0
0/4
0/3

0.02/0.15
0.01/0.13
0.05/0.11

351/667
405/672
368/618
130/530
160–400

0.007/0.13
0.08/0.4
0.08/0.36

0.4/0.8
0.4/1.1
0.9/1.2
-

Table 4. Main parameters of the ignition tests with cigarettes and straw fuel beds.
Cig. Type

Number of
Tests

U
(m.s−1 )

xT
-

x
-

ti
(s)

te
(s)

Pi
-

CS1

LIP

CS2

N/LIP

104

0/2.5

-

0.05/0.14

32/659

31.5/772

0.69

84

0/2.5

-

0.05/0.14

34/627

33.6/659

0.62

CS3

LIP Butts

115

0/2.5

-

0.06/0.15

48/350

48/499

0.37

CS4

LIP

16

0

0.01/0.17

0.095

∞

246/688

0

CS5

LIP

16

0

0.095

0.03/0.23

∞

459/652

0

Series

3.2. Rate of Combustion
Tests to evaluate the rate of combustion of single cigarettes without sucking were
performed in a wind tunnel (TC1) at the Forest Fire Research Laboratory of the University
of Coimbra (ADAI). This device was described in [16] and consists of a channel open on its
top that is 1.75 m long, 0.55 m wide and 0.50 m high. The flow velocity that could increase
up to 5 m.s−1 was measured with a hot-film anemometer Flow Master (Dantec) Type 54 N
62 with a precision of ±0.05 m.s−1 .
In these tests, cigarettes were placed on a support at the centre of the combustion
tunnel with a pre-defined angle in relation to flow direction (Figure 2c), above). Length
rate of combustion was measured counting the time needed to burn marks made at 5 mm
or 10 mm intervals on the cigarettes.
The mass loss was obtained by use of an electronic AND GX3000 balance with a
precision of 0.01 g in no wind conditions for a cigarette placed at various inclination angles
in relation to a horizontal plane (Figure 2b), above).
3.3. Ignition Tests
Ignition tests were performed by lighting a cigarette and letting it burn for a few
seconds and then placing it on a fuel bed composed of dry straw. The characteristics
of these tests are presented in Table 4. The fuel bed, with a load of 0.6 kg.m−2 and an
average height of 5.2 cm, was placed at the centre of the combustion tunnel. The horizontal
dimensions of the fuel bed were 20 × 33 cm2 . The Fuel Moisture Content (FMC) was
measured in each test in an AND Model Mf-50 Balance with an error below 1%. The FMC
values were in the range 0.05 < x < 0.15.
As found by several authors namely [6,9], the contact between the cigarette and
the fuel bed is of great importance in the process of ignition. In order to minimize the
uncertainty associated with the process of throwing randomly the cigarette on the fuelbed,
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the procedure of placing the cigarette with its burning end contacting, but not inside, the
fuel bed was adopted
The time delay to ignition ti or to extinction te was measured when it occurred. Photos
were taken and most tests were recorded using a video camera Sony Handycam DCR-68HD
and an infrared camera FLIR Systems model SC 640.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Rate of Combustion of Cigarettes
A series of 16 tests (Series C1) with cigarettes in horizontal position without wind (α = 0
and U = 0) were performed measuring the variation of mass and the rate of combustion of
each cigarette for a range of values of xT . The results are shown in Figure 3 in which direct
.
.
values of mass loss rate m T are compared with the corresponding parameter m T ∗ estimated
using Equation (14) and the measured values of combustion rate of the cigarette Rc , derived
from the evaluation of the variation of the cigarette length during the experiment based
on video frames. As can be seen, the fit between both sets of values, indicated by the
correlation coefficient of 0.965, is not perfect. As the analysis of cigarette length variation is
the only method that we have to estimate the mass loss ratio in tests of single cigarettes
.
with wind or in ignition tests, in these cases, we shall characterize mc using Rc .

Figure 3. Comparison between direct measurements of mass loss ratio ṁT of a cigarette with
estimated values ṁT * derived from the rate of combustion from Equation (14).

Results of the rate of combustion of cigarettes, expressed as mass loss rate, as a
function of angle α with the horizontal plane in no wind conditions are shown in Error!
.
Figure 4 As can be seen m T increases with the inclination angle and LIP cigarettes show
larger dependence on this angle in comparison to N/LIP cigarettes. For positive values of
α (burning end pointing to the ground) the rate of mass loss is larger than for α ≤ 0º. This
statement can be justified because for α > 0º flow convection is favourable to combustion
spread Figure 4 also shows that LIP cigarettes have a lower rate of combustion than
N/LIP cigarettes.
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Figure 4. Variation of mass loss ratio with slope angle α of the cigarette for Ignition Propensity (LIP)
cigarettes and No Lower Ignition Propensity (N/LIP) cigarettes.

The influence of orientation angle ϕ in relation to wind velocity U = 2 m.s−1 on Rc
for a horizontal cigarette (α = 0º) is shown in Figure 5. If the flow impinges directly on
the burning edge of the cigarette (ϕ = 0º), Rc is about three times larger than for ϕ = 45º.
Moreover, Rc does not vary significantly for 45º < ϕ < 180º. Similar results were obtained
by [19] in studies about the effect of flow orientation on the combustibility of firebrand
material. Results from [7] in tests with a flow velocity of 1.4 m.s−1 for the same values
of ϕ shown Figure 5 indicate that the values of Rc are very similar to the present ones for
ϕ ≥ 45º but much smaller for ϕ = 0º.

Figure 5. Variation of rate of combustion as a function of flow angle ϕ for LIP cigarettes for
U = 2 m.s−1 .

Results of tests with cigarettes for different xT values and for a set of wind velocities
were performed for α = 0º and ϕ = 0º (Figure 6). As can be seen in this figure, Rc increases
with a linear trend with the wind velocity, at least in the range of 0 ≤ U < 3 m.s− 1 .
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Figure 6. Rate of combustion of lower ignition propensity cigarettes as a function of flow velocity
U (m.s−1 ) for tests with inclination α = 0º and orientation ϕ = 0º, and different values of tobacco
moisture content xT .

The dependence of Rc on x T for tests with ϕ = 0º and for constant airflow velocity U is
shown in Figure 7 indicating a linear trend dependence in the range of tests. From these
results and in accordance with Equation (3) we can estimate Rc as a linear function of both
xT and U. The parameters ac and bc are a function of xT according to:
ac = 0.0141 − 0.0329.x T

(42)

bc = 0.00766 − 0.0322.x T

(43)

Figure 7. Rate of combustion of Lower Ignition Propensity (LIP) cigarettes as a function of moisture
content xT for different values of flow velocity U (m.s−1 ). The dashed lines correspond to the
application of the model (Equation (44)) for values of airflow velocity U = 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 m.s−1 .

Therefore we have:
Rc = (0.0141 − 0.0329.x T ) + (0.00766 − 0.0322.x T ).U

(44)
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The straight lines shown in Figure 7 computed using Equation (44) for values of
U equal to 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 m.s− 1 show a reasonable agreement with experimental data.
Applying the Equation (45) to calculate the average relative deviation RAD between the
experimental data (Lab) and the modelled values (Model), we obtain a variation of 8%, 5%,
8%, 9% and 13% for U = 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 m.s− 1 , respectively. The maximum duration tc of
cigarette burning can be calculated using Equations (44) and (16).
RAD =

Lab − Model
Lab

(45)

4.2. Model Validation
Although there is evidence of cigarette ignited fires unfortunately in real cases we
do not have detailed data to ascertain the conditions under which a given cigarette or
but started a fire. In some cases, it is possible to estimate the moisture content of the fuel
bed or even to assess the general wind conditions, but in order to validate our model, we
will use the carefully controlled conditions and parameters determined in the laboratory
experiments. As was described above, given the large number of factors that affect the
fuelbed ignition, besides the fixed fuelbed properties, the present model was limited to the
following primary parameters: aG , bc , au , x1 , α2 , β1 , m1 and m2 . The process that was used
to determine or estimate each parameter to validate the model with experimental data is
now described. Given the uncertainties and scatter of some measurements, this analysis is
approximate and serves only the purpose of testing the conceptual model.
Parameters aG = ac and bc were obtained as a function of xT from (42) and (43).
If the value of U1 that maximizes the heat release is known, au can be obtained using
(8). In the present tests, it was found that the minimum values of ti were obtained for
1.5 < U < 2.5 m.s− 1 (this will be described below in Figure 14). Therefore, a value of
U1 = 2.0 m.s−1 was adopted for U1 . In the cases for which the value of xT was not measured
an average value xT = 0.06 was used in the numerical model.
In tests in which combustion extinction was observed, the values of te were registered.
As will be described below with Figure 11, the data corresponding to combustion extinction
due to moisture damping can be used to assess toe, according to (23) and therefore to
estimate the values of x1 and α2 . For the set of tests reported, the values x1 = 0.22 α2 = 8
were estimated, and it was assumed that these parameters were the same in all cases.
The time constant 1/β1 that corresponds to the period required for the energy flux
to become double its initial value can be measured in principle, but this was not done in
the present study. In the numerical model, a constant value β1 = 0.10 s−1 was adopted. It
was found that this parameter affected not only the value of t2 but also its dependence in
relation to U, as can be judged from Equations (31) and (35).
The measurement of the values of m1 and m2 would require high accuracy equipment
that was not available, so we provide an estimate of their order of magnitude. These
parameters reflect the degree of contact between the burning part of the cigarette and
fuelbed particles. As the positioning of the cigarette was made in similar conditions in the
present study it can be expected that the values of m1 and m2 must be of the same order
of magnitude in the various experiments. These masses affect almost linearly t1 and t2
and were left free to obtain an overall good adjustment of data. According to the model
m2 ≥ m1 , but given the present uncertainty, we assume that m2 = m1 .
4.3. Dehydration Time
Unfortunately the duration of dehydration time t1 was not measured in most tests. It
was realized that the end of this period is characterized by the emission of white smoke
due to water vapour so using the video recording of six tests that had fuelbed ignition in
which wind velocity varied between 1 and 2 m.s− 1 the corresponding values of t1 were
estimated. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 8. In spite of the narrow range of
x, we use this figure to illustrate the behaviour of the proposed model to estimate to1 and
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t1 . The corresponding values of EG and m1 are given in Table 5. A smaller value of m1 was
used for the higher flow velocity in agreement with the results that are shown below. The
monotonic increase of t1 with x that is predicted by the model can be observed in Figure 8
namely its rapid increase for higher values of x due to the moisture damping effect. The
reference time of the ignition curve shown in Figure 8 corresponds to Equation (23).

Figure 8. Values of t1 (dehydration time) as a function of fuel moisture content x in tests with
fuel bed ignition. The curves correspond to model predictions for: Case (a) U = 1 m.s−1 and Case
(b) U = 2 m.s−1 .
Table 5. Model parameters used in the cases illustrated in Figure 13.
Case

U (m.s−1 )

ĖG 0 (J.s−1 )

m1 (g)

to a and t1 a

1

0.0192

0.0020

to b and t1 a

2

0.0208

0.0015

4.4. Extinction Time
The duration of tests in which no ignition occurred was considered as the extinction
time te . In order to assess the influence of the moisture content of the tobacco (xT ) and
of the fuel bed (x), a series of tests was carried out with the purpose of measuring te in
the cases for which either xT or x were kept practically constant. In Figure 9 the results
of 16 tests (Series CS5) performed with cigarettes with 0.101 < xT < 0.110 and different
x values are shown. These results indicate that the time te for the cigarette extinction
by primary extinction or burnout is virtually independent of x, which is understandable.
This can be judged by the horizontal lines that are shown in that figure corresponding
to cigarette burnout times for Rc equal to 0.009 and 0.013 cm.s−1 that are in the range of
values measured during those tests.
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Figure 9. Values of extinction time te of cigarettes with constant moisture value xT as a function of
fuel moisture content x (Series CS5). The horizontal lines correspond to burnout times of cigarettes
with Rc values that are indicated in the legend.

The results of 16 tests (Series CS4) in which x = 0.095 and 0.094 < xT < 0.16 are shown
in Figure 10. The open dots correspond to burnout times of isolated cigarettes in the same
range of values of xT confirming that we are in the presence of a primary extinction. The
dotted line in this figure corresponds to estimated values of tc for single cigarettes using
Equation (44) for U = 0 m.s−1 .

Figure 10. Values of cigarettes extinction time te as a function of cigarettes moisture value xT on fuel
beds with constant value of fuel moisture content x (Series CS4). The dotted line corresponds to tc
computed for single cigarettes using Equation (45) for U = 0 m.s−1 ).

The extinction time te as a function of FMC (x) for similar tests (series CS1 and CS2)
with LIP and N/LIP cigarettes are shown in Figure 11. In spite of data scatter in these
tests that cover a range of wind conditions and possibly of xT values, no major differences
between LIP and N/LIP cigarettes regarding the time of combustion extinction can be
observed. Two different tendencies are found in this figure. For x < 0.1, te seems to
increase following a tendency similar to that of t1 line, according to the present model as
shown in Figure 8. but combustion extinction may be mainly due to cigarette burnout.
The curves of burnout time values tc for cigarettes using Equation (44) for three airflow
velocities—U: 0, 1 and 3 m.s−1 —were plotted in Figure 11 assuming that xT = x. In spite of
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the weakness of this condition, these curves indicate that the values of tc and te are of the
same order, supporting the previous assumptions.

Figure 11. Values of extinction time te as a function of fuel moisture content x for cigarettes under
various test conditions (Series CS1 and CS2). The lines correspond to present model prediction of toe
and burnout times of cigarettes tc .

On the other side, for x > 0.11, te decreases very rapidly in agreement with the proposed
concept of secondary extinction due to fuelbed moisture damping. As was mentioned
before, these data points were used to estimate the parameters of Equation (23): x1 = 0.22
and α2 = 8.
4.5. Time to Ignition
Time to ignition measured in tests (series CS1, CS2 and CS3) in which fuelbed ignited
is shown in Figure 12. as a function of x. In this figure, model lines for toe and ti for three
values of flow velocity are shown as well. The parameters of these lines are given Table 6
These curves seem to follow the trend of experimental results, although lower values of ti
were registered.

Figure 12. Time delay to ignition by cigarettes as a function of fuel bed moisture content x for various
values of flow velocity. The curves correspond to model predictions of toe (Equation (23)) and ti
(Equation (39)), for three values of flow velocity.
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Table 6. Model parameters used in the cases illustrated in Figure 12.
Case

U (m.s−1 )

ĖG ’ (J. s−1 )

m1 (g)

ti 1

0

0.0142

0.01

ti 2

2

0.0208

0.01

ti 3

3

0.0192

0.005

Several authors, namely [13], agree that under zero wind conditions or above a certain
fuel bed moisture content value, cigarettes are not likely to cause fire ignitions. In order to
assess better the roles of x and U separately, the previous tests were grouped by ranges
of constant values of U or x and average values of ti were calculated for each group. In
Figure 13 average values of ti for groups of tests with constant values of U are shown as
a function of x. The ranges of U were 0.0–0.5 m.s−1 ; 1.0–1.5 m.s−1 and 2–3 m.s−1 with
average reference values of 0.25 m.s−1 , 1.25 m.s−1 and 2.5 m.s−1 , respectively, as indicated
in the legend of the figure. Model predictions using the parameters given in Table 7 are
plotted Figure 13 Although the agreement is not perfect the model provides an indication
of the trend of these two parameters.

Figure 13. Average values of time delay to ignition ti as a function of fuel bed moisture content x
for tests with constant values of wind velocity. The curves correspond to model predictions of ti
(Equation (39)), for the parameters given Table 7.
Table 7. Model parameters used in the cases illustrated in Figure 13.
Case

U
(m.s−1 )

ĖG ’
(J.s−1 )

m1 (g)

ti 1

0.25

0.0157

0.006

ti 2

1.25

0.0199

0.006

ti 3

2.25

0.0207

0.004

As the values of ti showed a low dependence on x, the results of average values
of ti for all tests were grouped in three sets depending on the type of cigarette as plotted in Figure 14 As mentioned before, these results were used to determine the value of
U1 ≈ 2 m.s−1 that minimizes ti . The model predictions for x = 0.02 and 0.08 were plotted
in Figure 14 with label ti1 and ti2 , respectively (Table 8). Although these curves include
most data points between them, there are some outlier ti values that are better described by
the line ti3 computed for x = 0.02 and m1 = m2 = 0.005 g. This result suggested that possibly
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for low values of x and for U ≈ U1 the effective mass of straw that is required for ignition
to occur is less than for other situations.

Figure 14. Average values of time to ignition ti as a function of airflow velocity U for tests with
Lower Ignition Propensity (LIP), No Lower Ignition Propensity (N/LIP) and butts compared with
the model predictions of ti (Equation (39)), for the parameters given in Table 8.
Table 8. Model parameters used in the cases illustrated in Figure 14.
Case

x

m1 (g)

ti1

0.02

0.010

ti2

0.08

0.010

ti3

0.02

0.005

4.6. Ignition Probability
The occurrence of ignition is the opposite of having extinction and the result of each
experiment according to this parameter was therefore binary. In order to smooth data and
to make its analysis more meaningful, average values of the number of ignitions divided
by the total number of tests in a given range of parameters was used as a measure of the
ignition probability Pi for those test conditions.
In Figure 15, the average values of Pi for the three types of cigarettes tested are shown
as a function of U. As can be seen, there is no major difference between the entire cigarettes
LIP and N/LIP. Cigarette butts with 4 cm present a very low or zero probability of ignition
for values of U ≤ 1.5 m.s−1 . Some data points from [7,9] are shown in that figure as
well. In spite of the fact that the reference flow velocity is not the same in the three sets
of experiments, the data points follow the same trend. The full line shown in Figure 15
corresponds to the prediction model for Pi . The following set of values of model parameters
were used: x = 0.08; m1 = 0.01 g and k = 220. Is it possible to verify a reasonable fit between
the model and the experimental data. Reference [13] found a similar dependence on the
probability of ignition with flow velocity, although their reference values are much higher
than the present ones possibly due to the different forms those authors used to build and
characterize their flow.
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Figure 15. Average values of the ignition probability Pi as a function of the airflow velocity for tests
with Lower Ignition Propensity (LIP), No Lower Ignition Propensity (N/LIP) and butts. Results
obtained by other authors area also presented and used to be compared with the model prediction
(Equation (40)).

The values of Pi for LIP and N/LIP cigarettes in tests for different ranges of U are
shown in Figure 16 as a function of x. Our results are similar to those of [13] and show
that in the present test conditions the probability of having an ignition is very high for
x < 0.08 and decreases rapidly with practically no ignitions for x > 0.13. The full line shown
in this figure is the present model prediction of Pi for the following set of parameters:
U = 2.0 m.s−1 ; m1 = 0.01 g and k = 220. Once again, we find a good agreement between
experimental results and the trends of the model showing that in spite of the simplifications
that were made and the crude estimation of some parameters, the prediction of relevant
parameters can be made.

Figure 16. Average values of probability of ignition Pi as a function of the fuel bed moisture content
x for different values of airflow velocity U for tests with Lower Ignition Propensity (LIP), No Lower
Ignition Propensity (N/LIP) and butts; comparison with model prediction (Equation (40)).

5. Conclusions
A conceptual model to estimate the physical process of ignition of a porous fuel bed
by a burning cigarette was proposed. This model is based on the analysis of an integrated
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burning process comprehending two paths of two stages: (1) fuel bed dehydration, (2a)
extinction or (2b) pyrolysis and ignition with flaming combustion. The possibility of
cigarette extinction that can be observed in any stage, but mostly during the dehydration
stage, was also analysed.
The model puts in evidence the main parameters involved in these processes—x, xT ,
U—and assumes some simplified relationships between them in order to overcome the lack
of detailed knowledge about the various processes and to provide an analytical solution
for the evaluation of the duration of dehydration and ignition periods. Original models
of moisture damping in the dehydration phase and of combustion enhancement in the
pyrolysis phase are proposed and seem to be supported well by the extensive experimental
program that was performed. A simple concept of estimating the probability of ignition as
being inversely proportional to the time to ignition is also supported by experimental data.
The laboratory results showed that there was no relevant difference in the ignition
probability between LIP and non-LIP cigarettes. This results from the fact that the conception of the LIP cigarettes took into account indoor conditions without the presence of wind.
It appears that this fire risk reduction is not extended to the outdoor conditions of wildfires
which are the central focus of this study.
This study should be extended to other types of cigarettes and forest fuels and a better
evaluation of the intermediate relationships between the involved parameters in order to
extend the validation of the model. The influence of cigarette and fuel types and some
mechanisms like the type of contact between the cigarette and the fuel bed, or the position
of the cigarette in relation to the fuel bed surface and to wind direction should be more
deeply studied. The present model should also be tested with other burning particles
like those that occur in spot fire, initiating mechanism as the process of ignition must be
very similar.
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Symbols
Symbol
ϕ
α
αo
α1
α2
β
β1
γT
∆Ti
∆Tw
τw
ρT
∅

Units
s−1
s−1
s−1
kg.m− 1
K
K
Pa
kg.m− 3

Description
Angle of cigarette in relation to wind velocity
Angle of cigarette with horizontal plane
Damping coefficient in Equation (22)
Coefficient in Equation (23)
Exponent in Equation (23)
Coefficient in Equation (32)
Time constant in fuel combustion process
Mass of tobacco and paper per unit of length
Characteristic temperature elevation for particle ignition
Characteristic temperature elevation for water evaporation
Wall shear stress
Apparent density of the cigarette
Flux of energy
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Symbol
a
ac
aG
as
au
b
bc
br
c
Cp
d
E
E1
E2
EG
.
Ec
.
EG

Units
m
J.s− 1
J.s− 1
J.s−1
J.s.m−2
m
J.m−1
J.s−1
m
J.g−1 .K−1
m
J
J
J
J
J.s−1
J.s−1

Description
Horizontal dimension of control volume
Parameter in Equation (2)
Parameter in Equation (7)
Parameter in Equation (3)
Parameter in Equation (4)
Horizontal dimension of control volume
Parameter in Equation (2)
Parameter in Equation (3)
Vertical dimension of control volume
Heat capacity of fuelbed particles
Diameter of the cigarette
Energy of combustion of fuelbed
Energy absorbed by fuelbed in Phase 1
Energy absorbed by fuelbed in Phase 2a
Total enthalpy in the control volume
Gain of energy due to combustion
Global energy balance

EG

J.s−1

Modified energy balance during Phase 1

J.s−1

Modified energy balance

J.s−1

Modified energy balance during Phase 2a

J.s−1

Modified energy balance during Phase 1

J.s−1

Modified energy balance during Phase 2a
Loss of energy due to radiation
Loss of energy due to convection
Fuelbed height
combustion yield of tobacco
Latent heat of evaporation of water in the fuelbed particles
Length of the filter
Total length of cigarette
Length of the tobacco filled part of the cigarette
Lower ignition propensity
Parameter in Equation (40)
Effective mass of the fuelbed affected by the cigarette in Phase 1
Effective mass of the fuelbed affected by the cigarette in Phase 2a
Initial mass of the cigarette
Fuelbed load
Mass of the filter of the cigarette
System of units based on the three mechanical units meter,
kilogram, and second
Mass of tobacco and paper contents of the cigarette
Mass of tobacco and paper without water content
Mass loss rate of cigarette
No LIP (Lower ignition propensity)
Probability of ignition of the fuelbed by a cigarette
Rate of combustion of the cigarette
Average relative deviation
Reduced ignition propensity
Surface
Surface of the control volume
Time measured since drop of cigarette on fuelbed

. 0

1
. 0
EG
. 0
EG 2
. 0
EG 1
. 0
EG 2
.
Er
.
Eu

J.s−1

hf
HT
Hw
`F
`t
`T
LIP
k
m1
m2
Mc
Mf
MF

J.s−1
m
J.kg−1
J.g−1
m
m
m
s−1
kg
kg
kg
g.m−2
g

MKS

-

MT
MTS
.
mT
N/LIP
Pi
Rc
RAD
RIP
S
Sc
t

kg
kg
kg.s−1
m.s−1
m−2
m−2
s
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Symbol
To
to1
to2
toe
t1
t2
tc
te
ti
ti2
T0
Tw
Ti
T’i
T’w
U
U1
Uc
uτ
V
Vc
x
x1
xT

Units
K
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
K
K
K
K
K
m.s−1
m.s−1
m.s−1
m.s−1
m3
m3
-

Description
Ambient gas temperature
Reference time in Phase 1
Reference time in Phase 2
Reference time of extinction
Time required to end Phase 1
Time required since the end of Phase 1 to achieve ignition
Time to cigarette consumption or burn out
Time to cigarette and overall combustion extinction
Time to fuelbed ignition
Time to fuelbed ignition in Phase 2a
Initial value of ambient temperature
Temperature of water evaporation
Temperature of particle ignition
Characteristic temperature of particle ignition
Characteristic temperature of water evaporation
Reference wind or flow velocity
Flow velocity that maximizes heat release
Critical flow velocity
Friction velocity
Volume
Volume control
Fraction of water in the fuelbed referred to its dry mass
Fraction of water in the fuelbed referred to its dry mass after Phase 1
Fraction of water in the cigarette referred to its dry mass
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